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     Next January 21-22, Belfast Curling Club will be 
buzzing with excitement as we host, compete against, 
and entertain 20 Scottish ladies on a curling tour of 
the U.S. It is a great honor and 
privilege for BCC to be selected 
as one of 16 clubs in the nation 
that the Scots will visit. The US 
Women’s Curling Association 
(USWCA) Scot Tour will start on 
January 3, 2022, in Minneapolis 
and end on January 28 in Boston. 
They will travel as far west as 
Denver, and we will be their 
easternmost stop. 
     It all started in 1955 when 
eight American and eight 
Canadian ladies joined together 
to tour and curl in Scotland for 
one month. In 1958, 16 Scottish 
ladies spent two weeks curling in 
Canada and two weeks in the 
U.S. When 24 Scottish ladies 
returned in 1963, they visited U.S. clubs only, and the 
first all-American Team, consisting of 20 USWCA 
members, went to Scotland in 1966 to curl at all eight 
existing curling centers. As a result of this Tour’s 
success, the USWCA became the first Associate 
Member of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club, Ladies 
Branch, in 1967. At that time, the exchange visit 
schedule was decided upon: three-week tours 
alternating every five years. Physical and social 
stamina as well as dedication to the organization and 
game of curling are part of the criteria for Tour 
participants.
     The BCC USWCA Scot Tour Committee has been 
busy planning an experience that the Scottish ladies 
and BCC members will not forget. There will be pomp, 
celebration, music and fun, beginning Friday, January 
21. After a long day of travel, the Scots will arrive at 
BCC via bus. They will be warmly greeted, followed 
by their official entrance to our club through crossed, 
arched brooms to the sound of fiddle music by our own 
fiddler, Rick Fitzsimmons. Before they retire to their 
hotel, they will enjoy a light meal at BCC. 

     The first round of games begins Saturday morning 
at 9:00, and the second round will begin at 2:00 pm. 
Curlers in both draws will be escorted onto the ice by 

a piper, and a traditional Drambuie 
toast will be made. The Scottish 
and American flags will be carried 
during this ceremony. Games will 
be eight ends and must be played in 
full. The Scots' wins and losses will 
be recorded for all games on a total 
rock basis as they curl their way 
across the country. Our club will be 
represented by four BCC teams and 
we will be hosting two additional 
teams from USWCA East clubs.
     Lunch will be served on 
Saturday, and the day will conclude 
with a ceremonial banquet, 
including a toast to the President of 
the United States and the Queen of 
England, exchange of gifts, and 
entertainment provided by both the 

Scots and BCC.
     This will be an unforgettable event you won't want 
to miss with two days of unique pomp and 
celebration, curling, friendship, and fun! As with any 
curling event, we will need BCC volunteers for all of 
the routine event activities. There will also be 
opportunities for our members to be more closely 
involved. 
    We will need BCC members to meet the Scots at 
the airport, be at the club to greet them, hosts for each 
Scottish team who will help entertain them when off 
the ice, flag carriers, ladies to carry trays for the toast 
during opening game ceremonies, and more. Most 
importantly, we need our members to continue our 
well-known reputation for great hospitality and the 
ability to have fun! 
     The Scots Tour Committee will keep you updated 
with information as we continue to plan the event. 
For now, BCC ladies who are interested in skipping a 
team should contact Cheryl at chpieske@gmail.com 
by July 15.    by Cheryl Pieske
    

Scottish Ladies Coming to BCC!! 
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The Wood
Paying Tribute to a BCC Founding Family

Twenty-eight years ago this month, The Wood Family Bonspiel was 
launched with ten teams including one from away skipped by Ralph 

Brown of Gladstone CC. By the next year they had 16 teams, 7 of them 
from away, and it didn’t take long for it to grow into a 20-24 team event 

that provided a fun finish to our curling season each year.
continued on page 3
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The Wood  cont.

     Back in 1993, Pete Wood, Brenda Wood Boulier, 
and her husband, Jim Boulier all felt BCC needed 
another bonspiel on its calendar, and they wanted to 
create something that would honor Brenda and Pete’s 
father, Ray. Ray and Laurene Wood were founding 
members of the Belfast Curling Club. In 1957, Ray 
donated a piece of land and then provided assistance in 
building the curling club on it. Ray was owner of 
Wood’s Cement Works (now State Sand and Gravel) 
and when it came time to build the club, approximately 
5000 cement blocks for the foundation were made by 
volunteers working nights and weekends under Ray’s 
supervision. He served as club president during the 
1960s.
     “The Wood” was always meant to be a FUN Spiel, 
and there have been many memorable ones. One year, 
the DJ taught everyone the YMCA dance and held a 
competition between the Ladies and the Men. Another 
time, some crazy Canadians taught everyone the Train 
game, and of course, some of the card games still 
played today. And then there was the year Pete brought 
back the Border CC tradition of curlers signing their 
names under the bar. The names are still there. 
     In 2000, The Wood officially changed from a mixed 
to an open. In 2003, the family finally got tired of 
changing themes, costumes and decorations every year, 
and the Hawaiian Theme was born. It has continued for    
the last eighteen years, with people donning their 
Hawaiian shirts (and other crazy, colorful attire) to 
compete and party together one last time before the end 
of another season at BCC.

     

     For many years there was always a Wood family 
team in the bonspiel. In the early days, that team was 
Jim and Brenda and Pete and his wife, Christie. After 
Jim and Brenda decided it was too much to both curl 
and run the ‘Spiel, Pete and Christie’s daughters, 
Ashley and Sarah joined their parents for a few years. 
More recently, the family has stayed off the ice in order 
to bring our membership a glorious season finale.
     Originally there were 10-12 Wood family members 
helping to run the bonspiel. Jim and Barb Parker have 
also been dedicated supporters of the event, taking care 
of the draw sheets and poster boards, and they still do to 
this day. The year Jim had his bypass surgery, they 
stepped up and ran the event with Pete and Christie. 
     Over the years, with fewer Wood family members to 
run the event, BCC membership took on more 
responsibility—providing food, helping in the kitchen 
and staffing the bar. In 2019, with just Pete, Christie, 
Jim and Brenda left of the family group, they asked 
Michael Overton and Tuesdi Woodworth to take on 
significant roles in order to keep the event going. In 
2020, Michael and Tuesdi took the lead, and the Wood 
family members got to take it just a little bit easier.
     Brenda, Jim, Peter and Christie all agree: “Our 
membership is the GREATEST, and we could not have 
continued this event so long without all of their help. It 
has been a great run and we are sure the Wood Bonspiel 
is in good hands with the leadership of Michael and 
Tuesdi and the support of our great membership.
                                                by Karen MacDonald

The Wood family at their Octoberfest-themed 'spiel in 1996. From left to right: Jim and Brenda Boulier, Pete 
and Christie Wood, Rocky Wright, Laurene Wood Wright, and Mike Wood.  In front, Ashley and Sara Wood. 



New Fundraising 
Committee Seeks Members
     Do you miss curling? Undoubtedly we all do. 
The physical, competitive, and social aspect of 
our sport certainly enriches our lives. Going a full 
year without curling emphasizes the importance 
of our club to ourselves as well as our community. 
It is a gathering place, a place to meet new 
neighbors and introduce them to our wonderful 
sport. It is a place to welcome competitive teams 
traveling from near and far, to develop skills and 
build confidence in college curlers. It is also 
enjoyed by the random passerby who just wants to 
see why our parking lot fills up in the winter. 
Does anyone remember bringing a blind 
gentleman to the door to hear the stones being 
thrown? He was so appreciative to experience that 
unmistakable sound!  His family was fighting 
back tears. There is no doubt. Curling gets in your 
blood.
     Our Board of Directors recognizes the 
importance of the Belfast Curling Club to our 
members and community, and the past year has 
made it clear that we need to develop a 
comprehensive plan to assure our Belfast Curling 
Club continues its fine tradition. Previously, we 
have initiated fundraising campaigns to meet 
immediate needs, and our members have stepped 
up and given generously. However, like any 
household or business, we have a responsibility to 
financially plan for a sustainable future. For that 
reason, we are forming a FUNDRAISING 
COMMITTEE that will focus not only on our 
ongoing and immediate needs, but on growing 
capital for the future financial viability of the 
Belfast Curling Club.
     Of course, the most important feature of any 
committee is members. We need a few dedicated 
and creative individuals with a desire to assure the 
future of Our Club. No experience is needed.  It 
really is a fun and gratifying feeling to know that 
you are making a difference and keeping the 
tradition of the Belfast Curling Club alive and 
well! We plan on several meetings to get things 
rolling, then meeting 3 or 4 times per year. If you 
would like to learn more about joining this 
committee please contact Michael Douglass at 
mddurgin@gmail.com or Kathy Cleason at 
khcpondside2@gmail.com. We welcome your 
participation.   by Kathy Cleasom

     The oldest national curling organization in the country, 
the U.S. Women’s Curling Association is dedicated to 
developing, nurturing and promoting curling among 
women and all youth. Known as “The Heart of Curling”, 
USWCA will celebrate its 75th  anniversary in 2022. In 
recognition of this milestone, curling clubs have been 
encouraged to hear from their long-time women curlers 
about their experiences with the Roarin’ Game. 
     BCC members Cheryl Pieske, Brenda Boulier, and 
Gayle Durnbaugh are three women who embody the Heart 
of Curling. They’ve been curling a combined total of 
nearly 100 years. Cheryl first stepped into the hack 40 
years ago, when she met husband, Bill, who had been 
bitten by the curling bug. That was the beginning of 
numerous successful appearances on the ice locally, 
regionally, nationally and internationally including the 
1987 Mixed Nationals in St. Paul, a 2006 podium finish at 
the Club Nationals in Superior, Wisconsin, and the 
Women’s World Seniors Championship in Darnby, 
Denmark, also in 2006. “I am proud to have been able to 
represent the Club at these events,” Cheryl says. 

Cheryl delivers a stone at the 2006 Women's World Senior 
Championships as USA teammates Shelly Johnson of BCC and 
Carolyn MacLeod of Broomstones get ready to sweep.
    
 Brenda’s curling journey began in 1988 when she moved 
back to Belfast and was looking for a winter activity, but 
the route was well known to her. Her family donated the 
land and helped build BCC. “I am proud of the club and 
how it has evolved,” Brenda says.   “I am sure my mother 
and father would be proud of what they started with a 
small group of people in the 50’s.” When asked about her 
experience running the Wood Family Memorial Bonspiel 
for 28 years, Brenda says, “It’s been

                                              continued on page 5
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Celebrating 
the Heart of Curling 
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Heart of Curling   cont. 
 a rewarding challenge. We’ve met a lot of wonderful 
people and had many memorable years.”
     Gayle’s introduction to curling came later in life. She put 
on a slider and picked up a broom when she retired from her 
teaching career. She and her late husband, Jerry, decided to 
give it a try “but I’m not even sure why,” Gayle recalls. 
“Neither of us were really athletes and had never even 
watched it on television.” She does remember the feeling of 
family she experienced the minute they walked into the 
Club. She says one of the things that makes her two-hour 
round trip journey from Blue Hill worthwhile is the chance 
to meet and curl with people from all walks of life—from 
potter to physician to teacher.  An avid knitter, and 
frequently seen with a project in hand when watching 
behind the glass, Gayle has contributed TEN of the highly 
prized curling scarves for the Maine-iac ‘Spiel.
     All three women value the friendships and camaraderie 
that curling has brought to their lives. “Curling is so much 
more than just playing the game,” Cheryl says. “There is a 
connection between people who curl – even the first time 
you meet someone new and no matter where you are.  
       Some of my dearest and longstanding friendships have 
been made through curling.”  All feel that one of the most 
important lessons they’ve learned from curling is to have 
fun.  Another lesson curling teaches, Cheryl notes, is to be a 
humble winner and a gracious loser, in competitive as well 
as club play.
     All three also have experienced many remarkable 
moments on and off the ice, from watching an opponent’s 
hammer throw—a rocket-speed take-out—have the 
unintended consequence of giving her two and the game, to 
teammates who called their own shots, to being locked in a 
hotel bathroom at a bonspiel, to a revisionist history. 
Recalls Brenda: “We had a team of ladies that went to 
Nashua for a ‘spiel and we were asked to give a speech 
about curling history at our club. Since we had prepared 
nothing, and after listening to many other boring speeches, 
one of our members made up a speech about the tribe of 
Belfast Big Butts that started curling in this area. We 
laughed a lot.”   by Lucy Harr

Brenda is joined by Cheryl Pieske, Ellie Groover, and Alex 
Bilyard on her first women's team in 1989 5

The Final End at the 
4th Little International
     I don’t imagine the majority of you have been 
sitting on the edge of your chairs waiting for the 
results of the 1963 Little International—
especially because the accompanying photo 
provided significant clues as to the winners of the 
Bankers Trophy that year. Or maybe not. Did you 
recognize any of the team? 
     Recall That the Belfast #2 team jumped out to 
a 6-0 lead after four ends, but the momentum 
swung to St. Stephen, and the score was tied 7-7 
after the seventh, with the home team gaining the 
hammer in the last end. Our bonspiel folder does 
not possess a shot by shot description of the end, 
but there are “givens” that can be stated here.
     Experienced skips without the hammer, tied 
coming home, would open with a center line 
guard and hope for multiple stones to allow for a 
late-end draw behind or short raise to “steal” a 
win. It follows that the hammer team’s goal for 
the last end is to keep the sheet clean for a last 
stone draw to the four foot to seal a win.
     Now remember that the year of the fourth 
Little International is 1963. What were playing 
conditions like then? What were the implements 
of the game?? What were the rules of play 
then??? Has our play today evolved from that 
era????
     Brooms were all corn; the synthetics had not 
yet arrived, nor had the push brooms of horse or 
hogs hair. Long slide delivery had not evolved as 
footwear was primarily of “low boot” design; in 
fact one of the first shoe types to assist the 
development of sliding away form the hack were 
men’s dress shoes. Remember also, the stone was 
swung in pendulum fashion to create the needed 
momentum to travel 126 feet with ice conditions 
at the time.
     Was there a free guard zone in 1963?? 
Certainly NOT—still three decades away! 
Therefore, though placing those center guards is 
still the suggested strategy without hammer, the 
team with hammer had full opportunity to 
eliminate any stone in play. A flash or square hit 
was all the St. Stephen players could hope for, 
and the men of BCC prayed it wouldn’t happen.
     Well, the BCC faithful pressed to the glass in 
the warm room were certainly a gleeful crowd as 
skip Les MacMillan (Canadian-born, by the way) 
guided his team to a clean end and brought home 
BCC’s first Little International win. He would be 
successful as a skip two more times before 
retiring his broom.   by Jeff Dutch



Coffin's Cartoons 
on View at 

Belfast Library
     
     Douglas Coffin has contributed a wide array of his 
talents to BCC. He has served as club president and 
founded the Maine college curling program, mentoring 
students as well organizing the college Crashspiel. He 
has provided lettercutting demonstrations for visiting 
curlers, humorous Maine storytelling for bonspiel 
entertainment, fiddling for Fourth Event finalists, and 
over the years, he has peppered BCC’s event 
programs, t-shirts, note cards, and yes potholders with 
his distinctive cartoons.
     Through the end of March, folks have the 
opportunity to see many more of his witty drawings, 
and to learn some local history, in the Belfast Free 
Library exhibition, “Belfast: Our Town and Times in 
the Editorial Cartoons of Douglas Coffin”.   

     For the show, Douglas selected 230 of the more 
than 1100 single-panel, black-and-white cartoons he 
produced for the Belfast-based Waldo Independent 
newspaper, from 1985 to 2008. The paper flourished 
during Belfast’s evolution from an industrial town 
with processing plants, an undeveloped waterfront 
and essentially no tourism, to the attractive and 
diverse community it is today. 
     His cartoons chronicle the decline of Belfast’s 
poultry-processing economy, the arrival and impact 
of credit card giant MBNA, the fate of the city-
owned railroad, the voters' rejection of big-box 
stores, and much more. 
     Douglas recounts the seeds of his cartooning 
career: “I was in Iran in 1973 and had an epiphany 
that I wanted to be a cartoonist and the characters 
even popped into my head. I lived in New York City 

from 1973 to 1977, drawing the figure and 
practicing . . . trying to find my cartoon style.”

    
     In 1978, The Maine Times gave Douglas a weekly 
editorial slot which honed his skills and resulted in his 
comic strip “Cronies” which ran for two years 
there. The strip was then picked up by United Feature 
Syndicate in 1979, and that launched a three-year 
career as a nationally syndicated cartoonist who drew 
six daily panels and one Sunday strip of “Fletcher’s 
Landing,” a comic set in rural Maine.
     “It was a tough job. The toughest job I ever had,” 
recalls Douglas. He goes on to say, “Cartooning is the 
most original venue I have found for myself. I really 
enjoy doing it, although I don’t have an outlet now. I 
figure when I am no longer able to carve letters in 
stone, I can wheel myself over to a table and draw 
something.”
    The exhibition is on view through March 31 at The 
Belfast Free Library during regular library hours, in 
accordance with public health restrictions. For more 
information, call the library at 207-338-3884, ext. 10. 
                                            by Karen MacDonald
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